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Just because I found books I could enjoy didn’t
mean that reading was easy for me. For
instance, in 1994, when I decided I wanted to
be an engineer at the University of Cincinnati,
one of my biggest obstacles was the ACT
entrance exam. A portion of the ACT is
reading comprehension—a timed test where
you have to read passages and answer dozens
of questions. Talk about anxiety and sweaty
palms! My grand illusion of being accepted into
the engineering school at Cincinnati seemed
like an impossible endeavor. Thankfully, I
performed well (enough) on the ACT and got
into the engineering school at the University of
Cincinnati in 1995.
When I graduated in 2000, I foolishly told myself
that I never wanted to read another book. I felt
like there was nothing left in life to learn. Wow,
was that incredibly short-sighted? But, I was
23 and climbed my ‘Mount Everest’ and was
happy to be done with school. I remember
people asking me if I read, and I would always
respond – “Yes, I read email and the Internet,
and occasionally I’ll read a comic.” For years, I
purposely didn’t read books.

READ ME
By Shawn Jack
Associate VP of Sales, Advantech North America

“ONCE
YOU STOP
LEARNING,
YOU START
DYING.”
Albert Einsteiin
In 2013, while working here at Advantech, I
was asked to move from an individual sales
contributor role to managing a small sales
team. I remember asking myself, “I know sales,
but I don’t know anything about management.
What do I do?” It was through this career
transition that I forced myself to learn and
attack this journey. I began to look outside my
network to grow. And I found the best way to
build my personal and professional knowledge
base was through reading.

A

s a child, staying with my Grandparents
at their small horse farm in Southeast
Ohio, my Grandmother, Jaunita, would have a
full spread for breakfast; eggs, sausage, hash
browns, homemade milk biscuits, orange
juice, and coffee. My grandfather Jim would
be there enjoying the morning newspaper
with a cup of coffee. I remember him looking
at the comics with my Grandmother looking
over his shoulder while he sat at the table, my
grandmother reading the comics aloud with us
all laughing.
Later in life, I learned that my grandfather had
dyslexia and never learned to read. That is
why my grandmother would read the morning
newspaper to him. You see, my grandfather,
Jim Norman, was born in 1932 during the Great
Depression. By age eight, his father, Enoch,
died from complications resulting from World
War II. He lived a life where he had to grow up
fast and provide for his family. Unfortunately,
my grandfather was never able to sit down and
enjoy reading a book by himself.
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As a child, I never liked to read. I found
that I struggled to read, particularly reading
aloud. I just couldn’t hit the right cadence
and felt like my eyes were having difficulty
focusing on words. It wasn’t until second
grade when teachers recognized that I needed
some additional help, and eye strengthening
exercises eased my shortcomings.
And
although my reading capabilities increased,
it wasn’t until I read ‘Lord of the Flies’ in sixth
grade that I thoroughly enjoyed a book. Up
until that point in time, reading was difficult. It
was a chore. But reading Lord of the Flies, it was
like a movie – I could see the story jump off the
page and come to life; it was gripping.
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Over the years, I have found great inspiration
in reading. Authors like Malcolm Gladwell,
Thomas Friedman, Tim Ferriss, Brendon
Burchard, Tony Robbins, Ben Horowitz, and
many more inspired me to be better. I’ve
learned how to have a purpose-driven life,
which has helped me be a better father,
husband, son, brother, and friend. By gaining
an external focus, I’ve found more joy, which
has helped me be a better leader.
In the summer of 2016, we had invested in
the IMPAX sales process. I decided that it was
time to push reading onto our team to help
ensure that we retained the IMPAX process
from our training and, more importantly, start
to integrate it into our job. That September,
I hosted our first Book Club at Advantech.
We began diving into the book ‘Beyond Selling
Value,’ authored by the masterminds behind
IMPAX. The Book Club was unique as we
assigned each chapter of the book to two
salespeople, where they would buddy up and
present their findings. The Book Club brought
greater collaboration and learning across the

team. It also ensured that we didn’t forget the
IMPAX process.
In 2020, the Book Club is still running. We vote
on the book and, over the quarter, tackle the
material as a team. It has kept us connected
during these challenging times. And we have
continued to use the buddy system, where two
teammates present their findings together.
I firmly believe by bettering ourselves; we
have brought more value to our customers,
partners, loved ones, and friends.
Maybe Malcolm Gladwell is right? It takes 10,000
hours to be incredibly good at something? And
while I may not be great at reading to this day,
I have learned to appreciate that I can read. It
is beautiful to know that we have the power
of learning at our fingertips. That’s why I
find I’m always digging into a book, trying to
learn something new. And I hope this article
encourages you too. Don’t be discouraged
if reading doesn’t come easy; keep trying. I
believe you will one day find a book that will
inspire you to do great things.

FDA 2018-D-3443 Premarket Submissions now
require cybersecurity related documentation
for medical devices with cybersecurity risk
Timesys can help boost your cybersecurity standards compliance by:
• Providing documentation assistance with your SBOM & MDS2.
• Reducing your implementation cost for secure by design features
using VigiShield™.
• Making it easy to integrate vulnerability monitoring into your
workflow using Vigiles®.
• Performing long-term security maintenance for your embedded
Linux software, with proper documentation for reporting.
Learn more or schedule a 30-minute, no-obligation consultation:
www.timesys.com/medical-advantech/

Securing True Open Source | 1.866.392.4897 | www.timesys.com
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on the market, they could get to a solution
quickly.
Sunga’s team discovered GeoVision, with four
critical technology pieces:
•
•
•
•

Application Story

A line of IP67-rated, motorized, intelligent
cameras designed for license plate capture.
GV-VMS software for channels of real-time
video with recording and playback tools.
An LPR plug-in for GV-VMS, using Intel CPU
and GPU technology for machine learning.
GV-ASManager, which checks plates
against a database of vehicle, owner, and
driver data. It monitors access permissions,
lot stay time, “hotlist” alerts, and more.

LICENSE PLATE
RECOGNITION DOES
MORE THAN READ
S

ecurity cameras watch around facilities
– then someone watches their images,
looking for things. The more cameras, the more
burden on people who get tired monitoring
routine images for hours. Spotting one image
at the right moment might be crucial.
Computer vision is transforming this drudgery.
Cameras can do more than capture images
now. With good training and image quality, AI
may be able to find and recognize objects in a
scene. But recognition gets more challenging
when cameras point outdoors. Lighting,
orientation, weather, debris, and other factors
can degrade image quality.
One application where computer vision has
strong potential is license plate recognition
(LPR). The first step, capturing characters from
a vehicle’s license plate, is straightforward.
Locations for plates are common. They are
usually found centered on a front bumper,
or centered low on a rear car bumper or SUV
hatch. Readability comes through high-contrast
color schemes, legible fonts, and reflectivity.
Barring off-road mud, a license plate shows
itself facing a parking lot entrance in clear view.
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A few more controllable factors help set the
stage for LPR success. Using an intelligent video
camera solves several image quality issues.
Infrared LEDs can adjust shutter speed for
crisp images, even in poor light on fast-moving
vehicles. Pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) auto-tracking
helps with orientation. Image processing can
fix bright headlights, sunlight reflections, or
low-light scenes.

Moving from machine vision to LPR
Advantech sales and marketing teams see
LPR emerging as a big opportunity. Advantech
already has a full range of industrial machine
vision solutions, and is breaking new ground
in AI-enabled platforms. But tailoring indoor
machine vision for LPR, with outdoor images
and an AI inference engine, would take time.
Jo Sunga, Advantech’s Director of Engineering,
had a proverbial two-birds-with-one-stone
idea. “For security, we want to know who is
coming onto our property,” says Sunga. “Are
they an Advantech employee, a shipping
company, an expected guest, or an unknown?”
If Advantech could find LPR technology already

Below, we see it running LPR and two video
monitors side-by-side, recognizing plates on
two vehicles. Note the white car, with its plate
recognized even on an angled approach.
“Our setup is based on a visual motion trigger,”
says Sunga. “It confirms the subject is a vehicle
instead of a person, bird or other animal
crossing.” Other types of triggers are possible,
such as infrared beams, weight sensors, or gate
controls. Once a vehicle is spotted, its license
plate is recognized, logged, and matched to
the database in just seconds. Sunga continues,
“Plate match results can open a gate, present
a routine notification, or send a security alert.”

Reliable LPR Solution

Advantech / GeoVision

Parking Management

Analog Camera / IP Camera

Video Source

GeoVision VMS

Plate Recognition

GeoVision ASManager

Setting & Database

Advantech EPC-T2286

“Reaching out to GeoVision made sense,”
says Sunga. “They have the right technology,
and their US headquarters is up the road
from us in Irvine, CA.” Advantech obtained
and set up two GeoVision cameras on its
parking lot entrances. But instead of two
computers, Sunga’s team targeted both
GeoVision GV-VMS and GV-AS Manager for one
Advantech platform.

Running LPR in the Advantech
parking lot
For its demonstration, Advantech turned to
its EPC-T2286 thin 1U embedded PC. Inside is
the 8th Generation Intel® Core™ i7-8700 CPU
with an Intel® UHD Graphics 630 graphics unit.

With a few months of run time, this LPR
solution is moving beyond a demonstration.
It’s now a key element of Advantech’s facility
security in Irvine. Plus, with the concept
proven, Advantech is creating a Solution Ready
Platform for LPR and evangelizing more use
cases.

Improving customer experience
with AI-enabled computer vision
Chris Tulk, Sr. Vertical Key Accounts Manager at
Advantech, sees LPR doing more than security.
“Today, with intelligent cameras and sensors
tied to an AI-enabled platform for analytics,
businesses are able to capture that data and
put it to good use,” says Tulk. “Our LPR Solution
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PEOPLE BEHIND
THE PRODUCTS
Elizabeth Wang
Ready Platform allows businesses to deploy
this technology easily for a variety of uses.”
For example, a customer entering a parking lot
can see wayfinding to open parking spaces. Or,
staff can be alerted when a frequent customer
arrives and greet them personally. There are
also ideas like tracking digital ad campaigns
through to physical location visits.

Now, attention is turning to AI acceleration
for computer vision. In 1999, Intel created
what became the OpenCV library. From that
experience, they’ve learned how to optimize
processor architecture for computer vision.
Vector execution units and GPUs advanced to
where AI image training and inference is faster
and more accurate.

Advantech’s experience with state-of-theart Intel technology makes better solutions
possible. A lot of Intel work went into enhanced
multimedia performance. Advanced video
transcoding and memory performance handle
more camera streams with less CPU load.
Integrated graphics produce cleaner display
images, again with less processor overhead.
More processing power is packed into less
space, in compact systems like the Advantech
EPC-T2286 (fan) or Advantech ARK-3530L
(fanless).

Fortunately, for Advantech’s LPR solution,
AI-enabled computer vision knowledge is
designed in. You don’t have to know how AI
reads license plates accurately. Instead, you
can concentrate on using LPR for improving
customer experience in and around your
locations. It’s a great example of Advantech
creating a high-value solution for real-world
challenges.

Advantech EPC-T2286 Thin 1U Embedded PC

Advantech ARK-3530L High Performance Fanless
Embedded Computer
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Title: Manager in Product Management
Specialty: Transportation & Logistics Solutions Expert
Elizabeth began her career with Advantech with eight years in Taiwan
followed by eight years (and counting!) in Irvine. Her role as product
manager, with focus in Rugged Mobile computing, allows her to pursue
her passion and drive to problem solve and meet customer demands. Not
only does she specialize in working with system integrators and resellers
to push her products but also works closely with sales to penetrate the
market. She is excited for the latest AI technology and collaborating with potential software partners
to create a complete solution together. Ready to take the lead with her proactive attitude, Elizabeth
is excited to share her knowledge of AI edge computing devices with customers to work together and
develop solutions that can predict future scenarios and make processes more efficient. While she
currently focuses on developing and supporting the logistics and transportation business, Elizabeth is
not limiting herself and will continue to learn about other markets. She will continue to hone her skill
set and dedication to working with partners and customers to champion Advantech products.

Nathan Cheng

Title: Product Engineer
Specialty: Microsoft License Expert
Nathan is a self-proclaimed problem solver. His career at Advantech as
a product engineer has proved no less. He balances his logical thinking
with a creative spin to approach problems and help customers find the
best solutions. His flexible approach to problem solving is supported by his
creativity as well as his open communication practices. Currently managing
Advantech’s software and cloud service distribution business, including
Windows, Microsoft Azure, McAfee and Acronis, Nathan stays busy with providing his expertise
across various teams. From product launch planning, product marketing, to pre- and post- sales
support, business development, and finally product phase out, Nathan enjoys interacting with others,
especially customers. Always able to assist customers resolve their problems, Nathan also enjoys
having discussions with customers to gather more market and industry insight. As part of his logical
side, he believes everything happens for a reason. There must be a logical reason behind issues and
various business problems. If you can find the reason, and find the logic, the solution will reveal itself.
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Joselito Tamayo

Title: Senior Application Engineer
Specialty: Tinkering Expert
Joselito has been with Advantech for 13 years, the longest job he’s ever been
with! As senior application engineer, he works closely with R&D, Product
Management and Quality team to resolve technical issues. But Jose’s role is
not just a desk job. He actively participates in tradeshows (when they were
still happening)- assisting with booth setup, product demonstrations and
support. He is also a mentor to junior application engineers, drawing from
his own experience and growth at Advantech. He is a support, a guide and a leader to newcomers who
are new to the field, or just new to Advantech. When not at work developing test plans, capturing and
analyzing data, writing technical reports or assisting in the design of new products, Jose enjoys tinkering
around at home. He enjoys home improvement projects, 3D printing, as well as various electronics
builds. His adrenaline-seeking side enjoys watching MMA matches (emphasis on the ‘watching’) and
Formula 1 racing. While you may not catch him in the octagons, you might be able to find him on the
go-cart track cruising through turns and long straightaways.

Tuan Vu

Title: Application Engineer
Specialty: Troubleshooter
As application engineer, Tuan Vu assists, guides and troubleshoots
customer issues, objectives and inquiries. His passion for technology and
its impact on mankind drive his interest and curiosity in future innovations.
Technology is what separates humans from other animals, and we will never
stop innovating. Having been a part of the Advantech team for three years,
Tuan continues to learn and fuel his passion for technology. He continues
to think outside the box and strive for greatness – whether it be to address customer issues or for his
own personal growth. The pursuit of innovation and exploration is also reflected in Tuan’s interest in
space and the yearning to travel to the outer limits of Earth. This yearning echoed by an anonymous
quote, “We are the middle children of history. Born too late to explore earth, born too early to explore
space.” Although with a touch of self-deprecating humor, Tuan always likes to make people smile and
laugh. He won’t get you down; when life is tough, he will find a way to make it better.
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Ronny Tao

Title: Board Design Manager
Specialty: ODM Expert
A decade and counting at Advantech! Ronny Tao is a board design manager
for ODM projects with the Engineering Design Center team. He leads a
team of five members and responds to various support needs for ODM
and Computer On Module design requests, questions and debugs from
customers. His passion towards always improving pushes him to always
find better ways in both work and life situations. In addition to reading and
playing video games and cell phone games, Ronny also enjoys discovering different food and cuisines.
His budding foodie philosophy also reflects his drive and willingness to find better ways. He believes all
ingredients can become a gourmet treat if it is prepared in the correct way. Bad dishes simply means
the right methods have not been used or found yet. But for Ronny there is always a way. And soon, he
hopes to transition from simply tasting to elaborately cooking.

Brian Ng

Title: Application Engineer
Specialty: Server Engineer and Showroom Mastermind
In his six year career at Advantech, Brian Ng is senior application engineer
for the IIoT server platforms. He is also a manager of other IIoT server
engineers. Brian is passionate about expanding his knowledge and
learning something new. From what the latest technologies are, to gaining
a new understanding of the underlying mechanisms that makes something
function. Not only is Brian brilliant in IIoT servers, he is also a wizard in
supporting the Advantech Northern California showroom. Anything goes wrong, he has always been
right there to help. A true team player!
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LEVERAGING AI AND
IOT IN SMART CITIES
DEVELOPMENT
W

hen you think of IoT, you might think
of the smart devices available for your
home. Smart devices are more than just
beneficial to homeowners. IoT together with
artificial intelligence (AI) can turn many of
today’s city infrastructure into a more efficient
hub for government workers, businesses, and
the general public. Everything from traffic
management to railroad safety to robotic arms
that help with heavy industrial lifting can be
leveraged in smart city development. In every
traditional element, IoT and AI can transform
cities into more efficient and safe smart hubs
that benefit society.

Daytime IoT and Turning Cities into
Smart Hubs
It’s hard to imagine that IoT and AI can
improve just about any process in our dayto-day lives. For daytime business, IoT can
be especially beneficial in increasing sales
and improving customer safety. Zion Market
Research estimates1 that more than 70%
of the global population will live in cities by
14 | 		
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2050, making smart cities important for our
future advancement. IBM’s research2 into the
workforce in New York City found that people
waited an average of 22.5 years for an elevator,
which indicates that even basic comforts
can use IoT and AI to become more efficient.
In another example, the Paris government
introduced a program called Autolib in 2011
where drivers with smart dashboards using
GPS could reserve parking spaces before they
arrived so that time can be saved in finding a
parking spot in the city. The opportunities for
IoT and improving daily lives are endless, and
adding AI to the mix can automate many of
the inefficient systems and help workers make
better decisions.
For businesses, busy buyer traffic can be
good for revenue, but with social distancing
and occupancy limitations during COVID-19
restrictions, businesses can lose money if
customers are unwilling to wait. Two IoT and AI
products can help. Cameras using recognition
technology can be used to determine if
maximum occupancy has been reached, which
advantechusa.com/magazine
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eliminates human error and allows employees
to focus on selling. Using IoT devices to detect
heatmaps where most buyer traffic flows,
businesses can place point-of-sale (PoS)
systems in prime locations. Heat maps are
used to graphically represent where most
traffic enter and exit a business, so it can be
used to better understand where customers
browse your store. These PoS systems can be
used to buy product instead of forcing users to
browse inside the store. They can also provide
convenience for window shoppers to buy
product without going indoors. For example3,
Taiwan-based EC Life, a gaming retail store,
found that customers would come into shops
to test the product but leave to order online.
The friction caused frustration between
customers and management. They integrated
Advantech UShop+ to drive in-store sales and
direct foot traffic to specific locations.

One of the most inefficient systems in busy
cities is transportation. Whether it’s busy
traffic intersections, train platforms, or bus
systems, people often crowd into one location
and create a bottleneck. Inefficient traffic lights
can interfere with bus transportation, making
bus users late to their destination. The same
can be said about busy intersections especially
during rush hour traffic in the morning and
night where many businesses are located.
IoT and AI can be used to help alleviate traffic
bottlenecks and detect incidents that require
an ambulance or police response. Instead of
having a fixed wait time at an intersection,
smart traffic cameras attached to deep learning
backend devices can be used to improve traffic
flow and decrease long lines of cars waiting at
a signal during rush hour.

Shoppers browsing your store can work with
interactive digital signage to find out more
about a product. By providing interactive
displays, shoppers can get information about a
product without assistance from an employee.
Interactive digital signage gives the customer
what they need to know and helps them follow
social distancing regulations. It also reduces
the number of employees necessary to run the
store even during busy shopping hours.
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Industrial manufacturing within cities can
also use smart IoT technology. Robotic arms
using AI can help with building in harsh
environments either in ones where chemicals
could harm humans or at elevated heights
where they could put construction workers
in harm’s way. These industrial grade robotic
arms also use high-power computing power to
make decisions based on target goal.

As an example, city bus stops can be
dangerous at night. Advantech’s partner
Erreuno in Italy needed to upgrade over 40
bus stops with better security for commuters.
With Advantech technology, they were able to
provide remotely managed security systems
for reliable communication from bus stops
in town to a central security center allowing
travelers to commute with peace of mind and
better safety.
Retail stores traditionally close at night
in cities, but touchscreen kiosk stations
placed near stores can be used by passerby
window shoppers and interested buyers. This
equipment gives retail store owners constant
marketing and sales potential even when
their doors are closed. They can be used

centers, and traffic signal crossroads. Our
systems replace traditional surveillance
technology to give our customers full artificial
intelligence decision-making tools. These
decision-making tools provide operators with
quicker response times and more accurate
control of signaling, warning alarms, and
announcements.
In addition to these IoT systems, Advantech
also supplies and deploys mobile tablets that
can be used to interface with many of the city
equipment installed across environments.
This equipment includes mobile PoS devices
that can be used by retail employees to help
work with shoppers as they use kiosks and
digital signage.
IoT triggered the revolution of intelligence
surveillance. Together with industrial cloud
services, equipment and devices into a network
of collaborative technology. Advantech
provides the backbone and foundation for
smart cities, industrial factories, security,
surveillance, transportation, and many other
aspects of daily life.

IoT Solutions for Nighttime Business
and City Activity
Nighttime monitoring and camera systems can
be used for many benefits. Incidents observed
by monitoring systems can be identified and
used to manage risks. These systems work with
a machine learning backend to provide more
precise decision-making tools so that cities can
more accurately respond to incidents. With AI
and machine learning, systems can “learn” to
identify false positives and send alerts only
when necessary.

Retail self-serve kiosks in pharmacies

for nighttime customers who want to pick
up products in the morning or possibly for
shipments the next day.

AI Robot arms operating in harsh environment
For example4, industrial robotic arms along with
AI can be used to detect small yet important
defects in products. Traditional computer
vision faces limitations, but AI technology
allows these devices to inspect products and
detect defects in real-time. Leveraging datadriven AI, industrial manufacturers get precise
robotic accuracy that can detect tiny nuanced
differences for multiple production lines.

Advantech Provides Advanced IoT
with AI Capabilities for Tomorrow’s
Smart City
Advantech supplies and deploys several
high-end advanced IoT systems across cities
including retail stores, transportation locations
(e.g., train stations), high-traffic shopping

1. https://bit.ly/3tlCX5l - Zion Market
Research Estimates
2. https://bit.ly/3dgOPQg - IBM’s Research
3. https://bit.ly/3e1RIns - EC Life Example
4. https://bit.ly/3mLgaxl - Robotic Arms Example

“Artificial Intelligence
decision-making tools
provide systems with
quicker response
times and more
accurate control of
signaling, warnings, and
announcements.”
advantechusa.com/magazine
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Interview:

SEAN BUTLER,
VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES,
ADVANTECH NORTH
AMERICA
1: How would you describe yourself in three
words?
Principled. Competitive. Loyal.
2: Who or what has shaped who you are
today?
There have been many people and events
that have shaped me both personally and
professionally. During my formative years, my
mother had a major influence and was always
positive, supportive and provided me with an
abundance of unconditional love. She helped
establish the foundation of who I am today. As
I created and nurtured my own family, my wife,
Lisa, and our two beautiful daughters, Alex
and Natasha, are now the personal influences
shaping who I am today.
Early in my professional career, I was fortunate
to work at several successful privately held
companies. The owners of these companies
were smart, demanding and entrepreneurial.
As a result, not only did they teach me many
aspects of running a business; I also inherited
their entrepreneurial spirit, which has proven
instrumental in my career.
I have been at Advantech for the past 15
years, which is roughly half of my professional
career. The person that I can point out as being
instrumental in shaping me professionally is
Advantech North America’s general manager,
Ween Niu. I have learned, and continue to
learn, business values and life lessons from
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many years ago, I answered an employment ad
on Monster for a company named Advantech,
and the rest is history.
4: What’s the most important risk you took
in your career and why?
Although I had a secure, well-paying position in
the mid-1990s, I left that position and started
my own business. It was an important risk
because of the business experience I gained.
As a small business, I had to secure financing,
manage cash flow and set the direction for
the company. In addition, I was able to gain
valuable insight/experience into managing
and understanding different departments
including payables, receivables and logistics.
Most importantly, a by-product of owning my
own business is that I met my future wife, Lisa,
and we have been happily married for 20+
years. This was certainly an example of big risk
and big reward!
5: What has been one of your greatest
career accomplishments at Advantech?

Ween, who I view as both a mentor and
role model.
Lastly, I believe that shaping oneself is an
ongoing process and I continue to work hard
to be the very best version of myself that I
can be.
3: Can you share your career path up until
this point in your life?
Right after college, I started my career as a
computer operator at a large payroll company;
however, based on positive comments I was
receiving regarding my personality, I soon
realized that I was better suited for a career in
sales. As a result, I left that position and started
my first sales job in 1990. Since then, I have
held sales, sales management and ownership
positions at companies that offered computer
peripherals, food packaging equipment,
building materials and more. Then one day,

Any career accomplishments that I have had
at Advantech have been due, in large part, to
the great support I have received from the
talented individuals that I work with every day.
A specific accomplishment I’m very proud of
is what I, along with my team, accomplished
in the Canadian market. When I started at
Advantech, I was the sole Canadian employee
and the region was generating roughly $2
million a year, which at that time was less than
one percent of Advantech’s total revenue in
North America. Fast forward to today, Canada
now has six employees, and is continuing
to grow; we have established a Canadian
office and the region is projected to generate
roughly $50 million in revenue in 2021, which
is about 10% of Advantech North America’s
total revenue. There is a great foundation
in Canada, which will propel the country to
additional success and increased growth with
my Advantech team!
6: What is Advantech University? How has it
benefited your team and other sales teams?
Advantech is extremely diverse and offers a
myriad of solutions and services that benefit

a multitude of markets. It takes time to learn
all the aspects of what Advantech can offer
and to understand both our value proposition
and capacity to mitigate risk. The genesis of
the university was to streamline that learning
curve. If we could find a way to reduce the
learning curve, employees would be more
equipped and knowledgeable to contribute
sooner and achieve more quickly. This benefits
the customer, employee and Advantech.
Advantech University is a platform for
employees, from all departments, to share their
experience and expertise with their colleagues
for the good of the entire organization.
The mission of the university is to create a
transformative educational experience that is
empowering, collaborative and fun. Ultimately,
the goal is to ensure that all participants learn
and develop the sales skills that will allow them
to best serve our valued customers.
I believe every team has benefited from the
Advantech University through impactful
courses on prospecting, negotiation, value
proposition and more. In our learning
community, the courses we teach help prepare
employees to face the day-to-day demands
of an ever-changing and connected business
world.
7: What is your management style? How has
it evolved as you’ve gained more experience
throughout your career?
I have a combination of two management
styles – a pace-setting management style that
I use with my entire team and a democratic
management style for my leadership team.
Typically, a pace-setting management style
means you are managing from the front of the
pack. It involves providing instructions and
establishing a work pace. With motivation as
a focal point of this management style, leaders
need to ensure that the team is motivated
enough to match the pace set.
Regarding a democratic management style,
I work closely with my management team
because I believe in strength in numbers. My
focus is to encourage ideas, recommendations
and potential solutions in order to help each
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other. As the leader, I do retain the right to
make the final decision; however, prior to
any final decisions, I take into account the
important feedback I have received from my
management team.
As I have gained more experience, my
management style has changed, and I’m
confident that it will continue to grow and
evolve. For instance, I have made a concerted
effort to swap my management style with a
leadership style. This means I do less managing
and more leading: people “follow” leaders,
while they “work” for managers.
High-level leaders set a vision, articulate that
vision, and empower the team to realize that
vision. Effective leaders need to have the ability
to show empathy. These empathetic leaders
focus on the individual as a whole, not just
their output. They ask regularly for employee
feedback in order to create a safe environment
that encourages people to speak up, ask for
help, admit to a mistake or share an idea. An
important part of a leader’s role is to ensure
that employees know that both their leader
and organization care about them.
A strong leader will focus less on what they are
doing and more on who they are being.
8: How would you describe the most
important contributions of a manager/
leader in the workplace?
Business leaders contribute immensely to the
bridging of gaps between a corporation and
its employees, supporting employees to reach
their full potential, and increasing customer
loyalty.
In many organizations when things tend
to break, it is in the middle between
corporate leadership and employees due to
gaps in expectation, direction, and vision.
Management’s important contribution is to
bridge these gaps. They need to communicate
corporate and employee expectations and
ensure both parties are aligned and moving
toward the same goal.
Additionally, it’s essential to ensure employees
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reach their fullest potential. This not only
benefits the employee but the company as
well, as it increases overall productivity and
positive results. Finally, it’s important to
improve customer relationships and loyalty.
In today’s business world, the line between
winning and losing is razor thin; competition
is fierce; and creating trust and loyalty with
valued customers is paramount.
9: What are some key successes your team
has achieved within this past year? Over
your entire tenure at Advantech?
Given where we are amid the current pandemic,
any key successes or achievements are not
specific to my team, as the success we have
has been a collaborative effort amongst every
Advantech team. Advantech employees are
resilient, professional and determined – which
has never been more apparent than during
the pandemic. Every Advantech employee
understands that our customers rely on them
and they have gone above and beyond to
ensure customer business operations have
not been disrupted.

AI

Military Internet of Things
is poised to keep military
defense forces connected

Interpret & understand
the world around us

10: What piece of advice would you give to
new or future employees at Advantech?
Advantech is an exceptional company that
provides everyone with equal and great
opportunities to fulfill any professional
aspirations that they might have. My advice
is to embrace these opportunities. Advantech
epitomizes the saying “you get what you give,”
so the more you put into Advantech, the more
you will get out of it. The recipe for success is
to take the time to get to develop meaningful
internal relationships, have a thirst to learn,
and to serve each customer.

MIOT

ROBOTICS
DRONES
VEHICLE AUTOMATION

Deliver vital medicine,
equipment, information
anywhere

5G
Enhanced connectivity
opening doors to more
possibilities

RUGGEDIZED EMBEDDED SOLUTIONS FOR
MILITARY + AEROSPACE + DEFENSE
RESCUE • RECONNAISSANCE • UNMANNED

• PANDEMIC RESPONSE • TRANSPORT

•

Persist during turbulent environments and
area denial of communications

IoW and Emerging Technology

CHALLENGES OF 5G ON
THE BATTLEFIELD
The increase in remote computation and data
processing calls for better bandwidth and
network speeds. 5G promises to increase speed
of data transfers, but military organizations
need more than just speed – they need speed,
extensive cybersecurity from continuous
attacks, and a compliant platform that caters
to extremely sensitive data transmissions. To
support military cyber-strategies, Advantech
offers an “off the shelf” Internet of Warfare
(IoW) platform that brings 5G and cybersecurity
to entities that need it the most.

IoT and Military Cybersecurity
With IoT devices becoming the norm, 5G offers
all users a fast connection to Internet resources.
For military, fast speeds in the field give them
an advantage over the enemy, but speed and
convenience often come with the challenge
of cybersecurity.
The military demands
cybersecurity that can work in a continually
changing environment across all services
networks, and do this globally. The solution
must have strategies that detect deception
(e.g., hardware cloning), interoperability with
current legacy applications, defense against
communication interception, and resilience
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during turbulent cyber-attacks. Overall,
military personnel need a trusted network that
protects from exploitation but provides fast
processing of data and intelligent output.
The
military
already
uses
private
communication channels to control missile
defenses1 48,000 miles away. Limitations in
processing and Internet access will impact
military intelligence, especially on the
battlefield. Personnel in the field need the
ability to connect regardless of their location.
5G helps with speed, but the farther away
a user is from the processing location, the
more difficult it is for the network to maintain
high speeds. If bandwidth is limited, then the
timeframe to communicate critical information
takes significantly longer. Technology in IoW
must:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide rapid decision-making results
Support high volumes of data
Understand that communication could be
intermittent
Handle the complexities of coordinated
actions and intermittent communication
Secure from dangerous elements including
enemy cyber attacks

5G was built for IoT2 and connecting thousands
of people at lightning-fast speeds. Before the
introduction of IoT, the Defense community
relied on proprietary technology to support
electronic warfare. This made it expensive
to build and support, and communications
and processing was often slow and buggy.
The primary reason for using proprietary
technology was that the military had contracts
with specific vendors. In the private sector,
“avoid vendor lock-in” is often a strategy used
to keep costs low with technology that can
be added and removed when necessary. For
military systems, vendor lock-in has long been
an issue. Add to the fact that these vendors
must support locked-in technology, and costs
soared. Adding new technology was difficult as
only the contracted vendor could be used. This
is why the Military has adopted open system
architectures for all of their communications
going forward.
Today’s military needs optimized, real-time,
fast performance from its technology. These
requirements often mean edge computing
where data is transferred to a close-proximity
data center, processed, and output returned.
Even now, a large volume of data is collected
and processed from user devices and
machinery on the battlefield. Data volumes
will only continue to grow as military personnel
have access to more devices that help give
them an edge over advisories during times
of conflict.
Mobile edge computing provides the flexibility
and scaling necessary for IoW. Instead of
sending data to remote servers that could be
miles from the user’s location, mobile edge
computing (now referred to as multi-access
edge computer or MEC) brings processing
power closer to the user, which then makes
faster processing a possibility. The emerging 5G
technology is a large component in faster edge
computing, and it’s what allows the military to
make confidential real-time decision making.

Leveraging virtualization and containerization,
IoW can obtain real-time processing speed
and faster deployment from developers.
Virtualization isn’t new technology, but it’s
been embraced as a method to optimize
speed and leverage expensive technology.
Containerization is newer, and it’s a preferred
way to allow data processing to take advantage
of pooled resources.

IoW Technology helps increase on-field
survivalbility
Together with a 5G mesh application, the
military can communicate confidentially, but
security and speed are difficult to manage.
Advantech uses a software stack named
W-STACK Private Cloud, which is common
in IoT environments. This environment also
incorporates firewalls and other security
operations to protect communication.
To preserve privacy, several cybersecurity
features are built into the private military
infrastructure. Device identification and
authentication, dynamic key change, secure
enrolment and minimal to no coding
necessary for deployment are all cybersecurity
features that build the trusted services. The
cybersecurity system includes a fingerprinting
element to make the system impervious to
hardware cloning or tampering.

1. https://bit.ly/2QNAr9r - Missile defense
2. https://bit.ly/2O7Xhrx - 5G was built for IoT
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Some other cybersecurity features include:
•
•
•
•
•

sent to devices only during times when it’s safe
and feasible. Patching systems are a critical
point in military software. Updates will not
only remediate bugs, but they will also patch
vulnerabilities that could be mission critical
and life or death on the battleground.

Cybersecurity “as a service” for devices and
the cloud network
Hardware or software -based cryptography
A secure trust store and key rotation
strategy
Containerized application protection using
process isolation
Tamper-resistant delivery in the supply
chain from developer to upstream and
downstream providers

Instead of being tied to proprietary software,
Advantech provides an out-of-the-box solution
with capabilities that support advanced
capabilities for the IoW on the battlefield. Our
solutions include data aggregation, machine
vision, AI based visualization, and rugged
fan-less small form factor systems to address
strategic IoW. We bring tactical edge systems
together for better awareness and increased
survivability.

The network and infrastructure provide the
speed and security, but middleware from our
partners enables IoT devices to securely work
with the internal cloud infrastructure. IoT
communications with centralized servers are
notoriously slow, but the solution Advantech
and our partners offer provides seamless
communication between military devices in
the battlefield and edge servers. With artificial
intelligence (AI), service-oriented architecture
(SOA), and our decentralized network function
virtualization engine (NFV), military users get
fast decision-making results from shortened
processing cycles and less network traffic.

We provide the following capabilities:
•

A multi-user, multi-network, self-building,
mesh network that works at 5G speeds
and supports legacy networks
A publish and subscribe model that brings
critical sensor and other relevant data to
the warfighter making the decision process
faster
COTS-based AI, data storage, 5G and mesh
servers designed specifically for IoW
Ultra-Small Form Factor Computing units
that support significant IO with on-board
AI acceleration for communications and
sensor/data fusion at the very edge of the
tactical edge.

•

•
•

What makes our remote device and software
management solution critical is that it
provides a central point for update and patch
distribution. The central distribution panel is
completely customizable so that updates are

UAV

AI Inference System

Telehealth makes up about one-fourth of
the healthcare-related technology market

Advantech Plays a Key Role in IoW

Hold it Together with Advantech
and our Partners
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Threat

8” Medical-grade tablets that
feature a stylish apearance
and advanced computing
technilogies. With built-in
HD camera and wireless
communication technologies.

Made for Telehealth

AMIS-72
The AMIS-72 medical cart
is flexible and customizable
with an intelligent upgrade
path, making it an attractive
long-term solution for
health systems.
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Safety for Essential Providers Using
Telemedicine and Telehealth
OSHA published several guidelines1 and
approaches to help healthcare providers
safeguard patients, but patients still need to
see a provider for checkups, follow-ups after
procedures, and discuss concerns about their
health. This eliminates a provider’s ability to
socially distance and requires staff onsite to
support day-to-day business.

SUPPORTING PATIENTS
WITH TELEHEALTH
AND INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGY REVENUE
W

ith the COVID-19 restrictions, healthcare
providers are put under tremendous
pressure to treat patients with health conditions
and maintain office hours while following
the latest social distancing and occupancy
limitations. Healthcare is considered an
essential business, but the health and safety of
patients is critical to stay in business and avoid
government penalties. Technology can get
healthcare professionals through lockdowns
and restrictions and help with remote diagnosis
as patients take advantage of telehealth and
telemedicine.

Unique Challenges in Healthcare
The Coronavirus led to strict penalties for any
service provider who didn’t follow protocols.
Understandably, essential businesses were
still allowed to stay open, but some healthcare
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providers were not considered essential (e.g.,
elective surgery or non-surgical procedures).
Even though these businesses couldn’t remain
open, they still needed to support patients,
maintain checkups after procedures, and take
patient calls should they have questions.
Essential healthcare businesses also had
unique challenges. They remained open,
but they needed to maintain rules for social
distancing and limit occupancy within the
office, including staff. Patients already
immunocompromised are at higher risk of
severe complications from COVID-19, so it’s
imperative for healthcare providers to take
strict precautions during standard procedures.

A viable solution during lockdowns is
telemedicine.
Telemedicine
benefits
health providers by giving them the ability
to still maintain revenue and care, and
it provides convenience and safety to
immunocompromised patients. Both providers
and patients don’t need to be computer savvy
to leverage the technology.
The comfort and convenience are what drive
telemedicine and telehealth popularity.
Although providers and patients were thrust
into situations where remote services were
required, the comfort and convenience have
been recognized as an advantage that could be
used permanently when businesses return to
normal. Patients no longer need to make the
drive to an appointment, which is difficult for
some patients with no available transportation.
Healthcare workers can free up their onsite
appointments for patients who need a physical
checkup in-office.
Patients go to providers after feeling sick, so
it’s risky for everyone at a healthcare provider’s
office including other patients and staff.
Using telehealth, providers can reduce the
spread of infection of not only COVID-19, but
other infectious diseases as well. Telehealth
technology can also be used to prescreen
patients before they come into the office. With
a pre-screen, providers can determine if an
onsite checkup is necessary and reduce traffic
in the office.
Allowing providers to see the patient’s home
environment can also help with diagnosis.
For instance, a patient with allergies could
be suffering from a chronic condition due
to unknown home environment variables.
Providers can identify issues within the home

that could be a factor in patient symptoms.
Patients can also explain their daily routine
using their home environment to better
explain to doctors and, therefore, receive a
better diagnosis.
Not only does telehealth save healthcare
provider costs, but it also saves patients
money. Patients no longer need to spend
money on transportation, and they can take a
consultation from home or at work, reducing
the amount of time patients must take off from
work. For busy moms, finding childcare is no
longer an issue. Patients no longer worry about
drive times and being late to appointments,
which is also a huge advantage to providers.
The convenience of not sitting in a waiting
room is also a benefit for patients.
In many scenarios, patients need access to
specialists or the ability to ask questions.
Healthcare providers can offer on-demand
options that give patients the ability to talk to

Telehealth improves efficiency for healthcare
providers and patients
a specialist or their general practitioner within
the same day. Better access to doctors and
other healthcare providers essentially leads to
effective healthcare, diagnosis as patients can
speak to their provider more often, and reduce
the chance of spreading illnesses – including
Coronavirus – to other patients.
1. https://bit.ly/3fF4fzJ: OSHA guidelines
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Leveraging Technology in Telehealth
The foundation for effective telehealth is the
technology behind it. The technology must be
intuitive so that patients and providers can
easily work with features and gain all benefits
offered by devices. It must also be tolerant of
disinfectant (e.g., bleach) so that the device
enclosures and casing do not fall apart after
only a few uses.
Several current technology advancements
are perfect for telehealth and its myriad of
challenges during COVID-19 restrictions. The
technology supports both providers and their
patients. A few aspects of remote healthcare
devices are necessary for convenience and
efficient diagnosis:
•

•

•

•

Tablets with a functional camera and apps
for patients to conveniently dial into a
centralized number to talk to providers.
Carts that can be used to move the tablet
around the patient’s home so that they can
show a provider their home environment
and any other helpful information that can
facilitate better diagnosis.
A tracking system that helps providers
identify the location of their equipment,
staff, and patients.
Camera and soundbar for video and sound
during consultations.

Advantech has the technology and the
equipment for telehealth, telemedicine, and
remote access between patients and providers.
Both stationary and mounted solutions are
available, depending on the provider’s needs
and patient preferences. Use mounted options
to provide a moveable device that can be
carted from room to room as doctors speak to
patients. Patients can use the carted solution
to move around their homes as they speak to
a provider.
The vaccine for COVID-19 will be rapidly
administered soon, but telehealth is here
to stay. It offers benefits that will help
busy healthcare providers service patients
without forcing them to wait days for future
appointments. For patients, they no longer
need to find transportation, take off from
work, or have the added travel time needed
for a standard doctor’s appointment. The
technology to help providers move towards
telemedicine is convenient, intuitive, and takes
little space in any office.

20

YE ARS AG O...

...scientists published a draft of the human genome, the ﬁrst blind climber
reached the summit of Mt. Everest, Apple introduced iTunes to the world, the
internet welcomed Wikipedia, NASA launched Mars Odyssey into orbit, and a
partnership for the ages was born: Avnet and Advantech.
We sincerely thank our colleagues at Advantech for 20 collaborative and
innovative years. When we work together, we Reach Further Together.

A CENTURY OF REACHING FURTHER

JOIN THE CELEBRATION
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Interview:

NICOLE ENRIGHT,
PRESIDENT,
AVNET INTEGRATED
By Don Dingee

W

DD: Let’s get started. You’ve been with
Avnet 18 years. How have things changed
during that time?
NE: It’s a little hard for me to believe I’ve already
been here 18 years, I feel too young for that
to be true! A lot of things have changed, and
some things have stayed the same.
The biggest change is we’ve grown substantially.
When I started here, we were about a $2 billion
company – now, we’re a $18 billion company.
Acquisitions have played a big part. We’re
always looking to expand our global footprint,
extend our scale, and offer our customers new
capabilities.
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You’re right, I’ve worked with our embedded
teams for well over a decade – in strategic
planning, marketing, HR, and transformation
roles. I really wanted the opportunity to work
in a business focused on solving challenging
customer problems with technology.
Since early in my career, I’ve always enjoyed
working with customers and creating valueadded solutions. That’s exactly what we do
now. We work with our embedded customers
to understand their challenges first. Then we
put together larger, end-to-end, long term
solutions. We use technology from great
companies like Advantech to help drive
business outcomes for our customers.

hen you think of electronics distribution,
what
comes
to
mind?
Passive
components, chips, boards, and servers are
still part of the value. Customers today also
need software, sensors, development kits,
system integration, field services, financial
support and more. Applications like the IoT,
smart cities, smart manufacturing, retail
automation, and more demand new AI and
edge computing technology. Project lifecycles
are also getting longer. For distributors, it all
means new opportunities to add value.
One of Advantech’s ecosystem partners is
Avnet, headquartered in Phoenix, AZ. For a
perspective on how the role of distribution
is changing and what’s trending in 2021, we
turned to an industry veteran. Nicole Enright,
President at Avnet Integrated, recently sat
down for a conversation with Don Dingee.
Here’s the highlights of their interview

DD: You spent two years as VP of Avnet
Integrated Americas, and recently now the
President of Avnet Integrated. You’ve been
working with embedded customers for
over a decade. What drew you toward the
embedded side of the business?

Nicole Enright, Avnet Integrated

We’re doing new things like IoT middleware,
which I’ll talk a little bit about later, plus
financial solutions and lifecycle services.
This allows customers to focus on their IP
(intellectual property) and value, while we
focus on everything else.

DD: You mentioned life cycle, that’s
important for the embedded side of the
business. It takes three to five years to get
results in an embedded design cycle, right?
NE: So that’s exactly right. Most embedded
projects have a longer lifecycle than enterprise
projects. It’s not so much of a one-time
solution, and we move on; instead, we’re
continuous partners for the entire project. We
help customers move from stage to stage –
design, build, scale – and then start a new cycle
with the next project when ready. You can only
do that when there’s a good relationship and
great execution.
DD: Let’s turn to trends. First, smart cities,
where pilots in lighting, parking, traffic,
energy, and more are happening. How is
Avnet helping cities integrate applications,
and scale things to production faster?
NE: Smart cities is an interesting and exciting
prospect from a business perspective. It’s also
exciting for communities improving safety and
security, traffic, and the environment. We’re
helping in several ways.
What outcome is a customer trying to drive?

What hasn’t changed is our culture - even
through growth, acquisitions, and integration.
We’re strongly focused on our employees,
customers, and suppliers, the three key pillars
to our business. It’s not uncommon to find
employees that have been here 10, 20, 30, or
even 40 years like our new CEO, Phil Gallagher.
You don’t see that much in companies
anymore. I think that’s because when people
come here, they find a place they want to be
and people who share the same values. They
enjoy serving customers and suppliers, so they
stay and build their career.
In 2021, we’ll celebrate Avnet’s 100th
anniversary. That’s a great testament to
how we continuously transform and remain
relevant. Our agility and nimbleness, in an everchanging market, makes us able to withstand
the test of time.

Overview of Avnet IoTConnect - IoT Platform as a Service
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Knowing that, we configure platforms for
capturing and analyzing real-time data.
Avnet leverages technology from Advantech
and other great embedded suppliers. But
we also have 1,800 hardware and software
engineers deployed around the globe. These
teams collaborate with customers on the best
purpose-built solution for their needs.
For example, we’re helping customers scale
faster with our IoTConnect platform. It’s secure
cloud-based enterprise middleware built on
Microsoft Azure. It includes infrastructure for
storage, compute, and micro services. With
device management, control, and analytics, it
simplifies deploying IoT solutions. It can apply
machine learning, sifting through data and
proposing real-time alerts on customer criteria.
One customer, Capstone, uses IoTConnect for
a smart water metering solution. They call it
“water as a service”, which made me chuckle
a bit until we saw the results. Cities can lose
as much as 40% of their water in transmission,
through leaks, waste, or theft. IoTConnect
helps this customer scale meter installations
faster. They started with 1,000 installed meters,
and after a year of using IoT Connect they had
35,000. Predictive alerts on things like freezing
conditions help get ahead of backflow or main
breaks. We also do field installation and repair
services, so customers don’t need to stock
devices. Our global advanced replacement and
exchange programs save customers money
and time as device counts grow.

See more details on Capstone’s IntelliH2O®
intelligent water meter solution using Avnet
IoTConnect in this Avnet case study:
https://www.avnet.com/wps/portal/us/resources/
article/capstone-case-study

DD: You mentioned AI; people are saying as
many 75% of embedded solutions will use
it. What other types of AI-enabled solutions
are customers asking you for, and where
are you headed next?
NE: AI is a key driving factor in the market,
and there are a couple application trends that
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we’re seeing. There’s the multi-sensor, multipurpose solution for high performance. These
are for applications like public security and
autonomous vehicles. Then there’s dedicated
solutions for things like access control, people
monitoring, or anomaly detection.
When we look at technology teams talk about
with customers, at the top of the list is intelligent
vision. There are many use cases for intelligent
vision in retail, autonomous vehicles, health
care, and other areas. For instance, inventory
leakage affects grocery stores and some
retailers. One customer is using intelligent
vision, video cameras with real time analytics,
to detect and stop theft as it’s occurring. It lets
most employees focus on customers instead of
monitoring the store. Another customer has a
solution using intelligent vision driving demand
for malls. When you walk in, it analyzes what
you’re wearing and carrying, then suggests
stores in the mall where you can buy similar
items.
The second area, historically our core, is AI
solutions for manufacturing. Some things
you’d expect, like smart asset monitoring
with predictive analytics looking to cut down
time. We work with a large coffee company
to help identify when coffee makers need
maintenance and repairs before failures
happen. Then there’s the unexpected, like
one customer building human-aware robots
for manufacturing lines. Robots are great
at precise, repetitive operations, but their
movements can strike humans in the way.
These human-aware robots detect people
nearby and pause if needed. Many others
are working on counting people in a building,
controlling access, and maintaining social
distancing.

Plate heat exchanger in immersive liquid cooling solution created through a partnership of Schneider Electric,
Iceotope, and Avnet. (Image: Avnet)
important changes in the way people develop.
Our goal with IoTConnect is enabling
collaborative development. It’s a user friendly,
rich development toolkit, with APIs for Python
and other coding tools. It helps bring solutions
to market faster, and at lower cost. We have
ready-made solution accelerators that teams
can customize, jumpstarting projects. Smart
factories, smart warehousing, smart asset
monitoring, smart healthcare, and other
accelerators are available.
On the hardware side, liquid cooling is going
to be essential for processing at the edge. We
integrate server-class boards in Schneider
Electric’s NetShelter enclosure fitted with
Iceotope’s immersion cooling. It’s designed for
simple deployment, not only in data centers,
but in edge computing environments as well.

DD: Then there’s edge computing.
Enterprise approaches like Python coding
and container deployment are gaining
momentum in embedded. What are you
seeing going on in edge computing?

Add in our lifecycle services and support,
and we’re taking away many hard problems
for customers so they can focus on
their applications.

NE: Funny you should mention that. My
daughter wants to go into computer software
and is already writing code in Python, like
so many other programmers now. In edge
computing, we’re helping enable some

DD: By the time folks read this, it’ll be 2021,
and I think most of us are glad to leave 2020
behind. What’s the vision you’ve outlined
for your Avnet Integrated team going into
2021?

NE: Right, I’m looking forward to the challenges
of 2020 being behind everyone, too. I am proud
that Avnet Integrated Americas had zero service
disruptions due to COVID-19. We’ve continued
at 100% capacity, designing, building, and
integrating solutions for customer needs. We
also kept our focus on customer experience –
our recent net promoter score survey was best
in class.
My biggest wish for 2021 is reconnecting in
person, when it’s safe to do so. We’ve grown
accustomed to virtual meetings and happy
hours. Now, everybody is over it. It just makes
you aware that now more than ever, people
matter. Relationships matter. Connecting
in person matters. Spending time together
matters. We probably didn’t invest enough
in our people, teamwork, and engagement
during 2020. I’m hopeful our Americas team
can be physically together soon, and we can
visit customers and suppliers again.
IoT and AI technology, as we’ve talked about
here, are our key priorities going into 2021. We
see these technologies helping our customers
already. There are new solutions they can
provide for their customers, and new revenue
streams developing. We’re also shaping our
future through innovative integration, test
automation, liquid cooling, and other big ideas.
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POWERED BY

�nVIDIA.

THE ACCELERATION OF AI
AD\-\NTECH
Enabling an Intelligent Planet

To meet the growing trend toward big data collection and analysis, Advantech has launched a comprehensive
selection of rackmount GPU servers, from 1 U to 4U, for everything from inference to training. Advantech
provides reliable and high performance products to help our partners achieve the potential of Al.

I

Modular Al work station with
1 PCle x16 + 1 PCle x4

HPC-7320+ASMB-805

HPC-7000+ASMB-805

3U rackmount/wallmount/tower Al
work station with 3 PCle x16
* 2 Quadro RTX-4000 &
1 Frame Grabbers Cards

SKY-6100
1 U 5 GPU Cards Al
inference server
* Up to 5 Tesla P4 or Tesla T4
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Tower Al work station with 3
PCle x16
*2 Quadro RTX-4000 &
1 Frame Grabbers Cards

Al Training Server

Al !Inference

SKY-6200
2U 4 GPU Cards Al hybrid
server

4U 4 GPU Cards Al hybrid
server

SKY-6420
4U 10 GPU Cards heavy
training server

* Up to 4 Tesla P100 or Tesla
V100

* Up to 4 Tesla P100 or Tesla
V100

* Up to 10 Tesla P100 or
Tesla V100
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By Mike Fahrion, CTO, Advantech IIoT Solutions

W

Al vvorkstation

MIC-770+MIC-75G20

An Introduction to Neural Networks
And GPUs

SKY-6400

e have spent most of our lives inside
the age of computing, and we’ve grown
up with the concept of CPU’s. We understand
that higher clock speeds, wider data busses
and an increased number of processor cores
have enabled today’s CPUs to run increasingly
complex software. Among other things, this
allows us to watch YouTube videos, write
documents and handle large spreadsheets all
at the same time.
But, about two decades ago, a new technology
began bending the curve, and more recently
it has fueled the acceleration of Artificial
Intelligence. That new technology was the
”Graphical Processing Unit” or “GPU”. In just
the last eight years, the advances in GPU power
began to deliver on the theoretical promises of
Artificial Intelligence. This article will explain

what is different and innovative about the
GPU as it applies to Artificial Intelligence and
Deep Learning.
To appreciate the value of the GPU and
understand why this specialized processor
class processor has been so influential, we
have to look at a different kind of computing,
called “Artificial Neural Networks.”

Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks are inspired by the
human mind. Among other things, our brain
consists of billions of fundamental units called
neurons. Neurons are responsible for receiving
input from the external world, transforming
and relaying the signals, and sending motor
commands to our muscles. When triggered
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Diagram of a trained neural network using https://playground.tensorflow.org. An excellent educational tool
to learn more about artificial neural networks.
by its own input signals, a neuron “fires” to its
connected neurons. The creation and tuning
of these connections, as well as the strength
of the connections, enables our ability to learn.
Looking deeper, those billions of neurons in
our brain are organized into parallel columns.
A mini-column may contain 100 neurons,
further organized into larger hyper-columns,
consisting of around 100 million columns.
This structure enables our ability to process
and act on many inputs, at least seemingly, in
parallel. The net result of this large processing
structure is the ability to learn by observation
and examples rather than by “programming.”
The concept of artificial neural networks in
computer science dates back to the 1940s.
But only recently have we had the computing
power to unleash their potential. Let’s look at
how artificial neural networks are constructed.
Artificial Neural Networks start with the
concept of three layers:
1. The input layer. These nodes perform no
calculations, they are simply the input
variables, firing their output if the incoming
data set matches their conditions.
2. The “hidden layers” which could be one or
many layers where the computational work
is done. Each node applies an algorithm to
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the signals from its input connections to
decide whether to fire to its output.
3. The output layer. If the task of our artificial
neural network was to categorize whether
an image was a cat or a dog, we would have
two output neurons, cat and dog.
That is the basic structure of an artificial neural
network. The data set itself, and the number of
potential outcomes, will factor into determining
the width and depth of this matrix.

Weighting & Propagation
Before we look at how we train this structure to
perform useful tasks, there are three concepts
we need to examine.
First is the concept of “weighted connections”.
Each of the nodes in each of the layers is
connected to each node in the next layer. The
strength, or relevance of those connections
is given a weighting factor. This factor will
determine the influence of that node as an
input to the next algorithm. Note that, in the
figure above, the line thickness represents the
weighting in the trained network. Prior to the
training, all weightings are equal.
Next is the concept of “forward propagation”.
This is the process of getting an output from
the network for any given input by traveling
through those weighted connections.

Finally, we have “reverse propagation.” This
function enables the artificial neural network
to “learn.” In reverse propagation, the network
compares training data to the output produced
by the network. By propagating any “error”
backwards into the network, it calculates how
much each connection contributed to the
error and applies a correction factor to the
weighting of that connection. By iterating this
process through a set of labeled training data,
the network will optimize itself such that it
produces the most correct result possible for
any set of inputs.
With that fundamental knowledge, we can
examine how an artificial neural network
is “trained.”

Learn, Repeat, Evolve
Let’s assume we are training our network to
recognize if an image is an X or an O.
Our first task is to configure our artificial neural
network, deciding how many input nodes, how
many hidden layers to use, how many nodes
in each hidden layer, and how many output
nodes. These configuration decisions are
based on math, intuition and experimentation.
The network then examines its first training
data, images already labeled as a known “X”
or “O.” Initially, all connections are weighted
equally. The data forward propagates through
the network, producing a random result. The
network then compares that output with the
known correct answer provided by the labeled
data set. Errors are reverse propagated
back through the network. Connections
that contributed to the error are weakened.
Connection scores that contributed to correct
outcomes are strengthened. Using this
iterative process, the network trains itself,
creating the artificial neural network model
required to correctly classify the data set. That
completed “model” can then be deployed and
used to “infer” correct outcomes with raw,
unlabeled data.

Brain Power for AI
Neural networks are a parallel processing
paradigm. The more simultaneous calculations
that can be done, the faster a network can be
“trained” and, the faster a trained network can
process new unlabeled data. The calculations
themselves are fairly simple, so we’d like a
processor architecture capable of performing
as many simple mathematical calculations as
quickly as possible. Traditional CPUs are built
to be general purpose computing tools, able to
be programmed to perform a wide variety of
functions, generally in a sequential fashion. In
comparison, a GPU is a purpose-built type of
processing unit built to perform a narrower set
of functions in a massively parallel manner.
Today’s CPU have a small number of highly
complex cores, each capable of a wide variety
of complex operations. In comparison, a GPU
will have hundreds or thousands of small cores
optimized for a limited set of mathematical
operations. This structure is ideal for the
intensive, high throughput, parallel processing
needed to train an artificial neural network,
as well as to quickly execute a trained model
against new data sets.
Images are inherently a large data set. When
GPUs first entered the scene, their domain
was gaming and graphics. That same GPU
architecture has proven to be very effective
for artificial neural networks. Applying GPUs
to artificial neural networks has accelerated
development and deployment of AI deep
learning
applications,
where
complex
algorithms aren’t programmed, the network
is “trained.”
Advantech, as the leading manufacturer of
industrial computing platforms, offers a wide
array of both CPU and GPU based industrial PCs
designed specifically for rugged environments.

Armed with that knowledge of real and artificial
neural networks, let’s examine the Graphical
Processing Unit, or GPU.
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We are the only IPC supplier with comprehensive
worldwide service centers conveniently located to
serve our customers.
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Interview:

hardware from partners like Advantech.

CHRISTIE RICE,
DIRECTOR BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT, RETAIL
SEGMENT, IOT GROUP
INTEL CORP.
By Don Dingee

I

nteractive displays including digital signage
and kiosks are becoming much more
intelligent. High performance processors are
inside displays and edge computing platforms.
Form factor specifications such as Intel®
SDM make creating displays around single
board computers easier. Networks of displays
backed by edge computing can coordinate
content. Advanced technologies like computer
vision, artificial intelligence (AI), and container
deployment are opening new possibilities, and
introducing some new challenges.
These technologies are changing how business
is done in industries like retail, banking,
hospitality, and more. To learn more about
these important trends, we turned to Intel’s
Christie Rice who leads business development
for retail in the Internet of Things Group.
Recently, Christie sat down for a conversation
with Don Dingee. Here’s the highlights of
their interview.

Christie Rice, Intel Corp.
and industrial machines. Those kinds of things
are really good fits for what we do best, which
is providing the technology solutions retailers
need to delight their customers.
DD: Let’s talk about your current role.
You’re one of Intel’s digital signage and
interactive kiosk point people, expand
what that means. What technologies and
customer segments are you working with?

CR: By far the biggest change within Intel I’ve
seen over 20 plus years is the emergence of
the intelligent edge. The IoT market, and Intel’s
focus on it, has grown rapidly. Over time we
have figured out where our sweet spots are
with the edge, and interactive displays, kiosks,

CR: When we think of interactive displays,
including digital signage and kiosks, some are a
form of one-way communication, while others
provide a way to interact. We like the space
where people interact with a kiosk, because
that takes more processing power, and more
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Our team focuses on the retail, banking, and
hospitality industries to help them implement
and take advantage of the benefits of interactive
displays. We also focus on the education and
corporate space, mostly via IFPDs – Interactive
Flat Panel Displays – which is a bit of a different
space. We see interactive displays going into
places like quick service restaurants, retail
stores, malls, bank and hotel lobbies. We also
see a lot of digital signage going into advertising
spaces such as airports, subways, bus stops,
and even as on-street signage.
DD: How has the partnership between Intel
and Advantech helped move interactive
displays forward?

DD: Let’s get started. You’ve been at Intel in
various roles over two decades. How have
things changed at the company during your
time there?
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There are some new challenges that have
come up over the past year around people
not wanting to touch things. Where before you
would have just gone up and touched a screen,
now you might hesitate a little. With that in
mind, we are looking at technologies that allow
you to interact with a screen without actually
having to touch it. We are helping our partners
like Advantech use 3D cameras to control a
screen with gestures, and voice recognition to
control screens based on what you’re saying
to it.

CR: Advantech has been a strong partner
in Intel’s Partner Alliance and earlier in our
embedded computing alliances for over two
decades – pretty much for as long as I’ve been
at Intel! At Intel, we place a high priority on
ecosystem development. Our ecosystem
is critical to our go to market strategies.
Our goal is helping our partners create a
range of interoperable products satisfying
a broad range of customer applications
and use cases. We created the Intel® Smart
Display Module (SDM) form factor reference
design, and Advantech has responded with
robust, long-lifecycle products keeping pace
with the latest Intel processor technology.
DD: A couple years ago, you said one of
the biggest challenges is justifying ROI for
digital signage experiences. Are you still

Advantech DS-200, 8th Generation Intel® Coffee
Lake H SDM-L Signage Player
concerned with that? What are you seeing
in pilots or deployments at scale?
CR: Justifying ROI is always a challenge for
any technical investment. The good thing is
we are building more proof points around
the true value of digital signs and kiosks, and
we now have a much better understanding
of the return on investment our customers
are seeing.
For instance, one of our partners did some
great before and after testing around menu
boards. They first measured sales over a
period of time using their existing non-digital
menu boards. Then they turned the nondigital signage into digital, with the exact same
information. They got the same sales results.
Then they put pictures on the screens and saw
some upsell. And then they made the pictures
move and saw even more upsell. By making
incremental changes, they understood which
ones made the most impact.
We have also seen great ROI from using kiosks
to take orders in quick service restaurants.
Apparently, you and I will generally order more
from a kiosk than we will from a person! Also,
the kiosk never forgets to upsell or ask if you
want to add anything to your order.
I think these examples tell us a couple of
things. If you don’t have the right content,
just having a digital screen isn’t necessarily
going to change anything for you. You need
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But now, with edge computing, you can manage
and coordinate multiple screens, each with an
SDM or some other media player. Coordinated
interaction between screens with an edge
computer raises some interesting possibilities
allowing each endpoint to be independent, yet
also being aware of every other endpoint.
DD: What are you seeing around wayfinding
or similar applications right now?
CR: I just did a webinar with 22Miles, one of our
software partners. They’re taking wayfinding
to the next level. For them, it’s not just about
helping me get from here to there, but helping
me find an area to sit with the fewest people,
or a desk to work at that’s been cleaned, and
that type of thing.

the digital screen, which makes things easy to
change, and you need the right content to get
people engaged. The nice thing is, you can play
around with content easily and see what works
with audiences – what provides the best ROI.
DD: That’s cool. Something else we’re
hearing is the massive potential for AI
technology. What are your customers
asking for in AI-enabled applications? What
do you see moving from hype to reality
first?
CR: We talked earlier about people not
necessarily wanting to touch things. Using
computer vision AI for gesture recognition,
and AI for voice recognition is a start. But we’re
also being asked how computer vision or other
technologies can help situational awareness.
Are there 50 people walking by a screen, or
just two? Understanding what’s going on
around the screen is important to making
sure it displays the right things at the right
time to create the best return on investment.
DD: Is the Intel® RealSense camera
under your watch? Or are you a customer
internally for it?
CR: The Internet of Things group is basically
a customer for all Intel technologies. We pull
from everywhere within Intel to help our
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partners create the solutions they need. That
can be CPUs, RealSense cameras, memory
technologies, AI technologies, software
tools – anything that Intel does, we can use
it for solving IoT challenges. And yes, our
customers are using RealSense cameras for
helping with object detection, measuring
boxes, understanding inventory levels, and
even for recognizing someone for an opt-in
payment authorization.

DD: What haven’t we talked about that’s
on your mind on today’s landscape? And
what’s your vision for where interactive
signage may go in the next few years?
CR: A few things come to mind. One is the selfhelp trend. We’re a society that wants things
now, and we want them quickly, we want them
easily, we want them as frictionless as possible.

That’s what kiosks and interactive displays are
already good at, and we continue to work and
find ways to make them even better.
Another point is the idea of displays being
easier to change. From a central location,
you can ensure everyone has the latest ad
creative with the right pricing information.
I’ve heard stories where regional managers
go out to stores and find three months of
their advertising posters in the back room,
unopened. Interactive signage doesn’t rely on
an attendant or a store clerk to go and put up
the new poster. Content automatically gets
deployed when things are digital.
Then there’s the need to integrate movement
into content. Movement captures attention,
much more so than a static picture. Advertising
is all about capturing someone’s attention.
Once you have their attention, you have the
potential of selling them something. But until
you capture their attention, you can’t do it.
One of the big values of interactive displays is
the initial, critical attention-grabbing moment
– winning that makes a huge difference for
retailers and brands.

DD: As you mentioned, Intel was at the
forefront in creating the SDM form factor,
putting compute power in the signage
unit itself. How are edge computing and
container deployment factoring in right
now?
CR: We love edge computing, and we love
containers, and we’ve spent quite a bit of time
evangelizing both. We are working with the
industry to create open-sourced containerized
environments making it easy to share data
between containers as securely as possible.
For example, Intel is a contributor to the Edge-X
Foundry which is part of The Linux Foundation,
and we created the Open Retail Initiative (ORI)
to further promote the concept. We think these
are very key trends.
That doesn’t mean that an endpoint like Intel
SDM sitting behind a digital screen goes away.

Interactive displays improve the retail experience
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Out of a prior crisis, a viable solution
The severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)
outbreak in 2003 presented a public health
crisis. An airborne coronavirus causes SARS,
as in COVID-19. Elevated body temperature,
over 38°C, is an early symptom along with
headache, fatigue, and muscle pain.
Stopping the spread of SARS across Asia
became a major public health initiative.
Isolation, masking, and contact tracing were
key initial responses. Officials determined air
travel accelerated the spread of SARS. They
looked for a rapid screening process, one that
could scan crowds of travelers quickly and
non-invasively.

Case Study

HANDS-OFF COVID-19
VISITOR SCREENING WITH
THERMAL IMAGING
I

n a COVID-19 pandemic awaiting vaccines,
rural healthcare facilities across the United
States are in the fight. Treating afflicted
patients and protecting against spread of the
virus are top priorities. Screening visitors for
virus symptoms is an important but challenging
step. Personnel and budgets are tight. Virus
testing is invasive and expensive. Security and
privacy are major concerns. Still, the potential
cost of not screening people is massive. One
rural healthcare provider is taking innovative
action protecting its community.

Midway through their expansion project came
COVID-19. Wayne HealthCare announced
new visitor restrictions in March 2020. These
included screening questions for visitors and
denying entry for flu-like symptoms. Shelton
Monger, CIO and VP of Information Services
for Wayne HealthCare, saw an opportunity
for automation. “We’ve never been afraid to
use state-of-the-art technology when solving
challenges,” Monger says2.

Wayne HealthCare serves Greenville, OH, about
30 miles northwest of Dayton. Since 1922, it’s
been the trusted provider for all medical care
by Darke County’s 50,000 residents. A major
expansion project adding 85,000 square feet
to its main campus broke ground in May 20191.

1. “Dayton-area hospital breaks ground on
$56M expansion project,” Elizabeth Kyle, Dayton
Business Journal, May 22, 2019
2. “Wayne HealthCare using Thermal Imaging
System,” Rob Kiser, The Daily Advocate,
September 7, 2020.
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questionnaires would swamp receptionists.
Self-serve tablets meant sanitizing between
each visitor. “As important as it is, we couldn’t
afford more people to handle screening,”
Monger continues. “Thermal imaging lets
visitors pass a hands-off screening station
without stopping. The receptionist gets an
alert if a high temperature is detected.” Visitors
step aside for a thermometer check by the
receptionist if needed.
In April 2020, Monger checked in with Tim
Mitchell, Advantech’s District Sales Manager.
Monger knew about Advantech’s line of
industrial tablets. Now, he wanted to hear
about Advantech’s Visitor Thermal Screening
solution. “It’s a thermal imaging appliance with
preloaded software,” says Mitchell. “There’s

Infrared thermography was moving from
military to commercial use as imagery costs
dropped. Could thermal imaging perform
rapid screening for elevated skin surface
temperature? People radiate infrared energy
very efficiently, even through most clothing
or masks. Thermal imaging equipment is noninvasive, portable, and needs no consumables.
Data is real-time, allowing immediate routing
of people with symptoms for further checks3.
There are practical limitations. Someone
exercising or in heat or sunlight can have warm
skin if they have not cooled down. Caffeine,
nicotine, and other stimulants can increase
skin surface temperature. Also, accurate
thermal measurements often need several
frames of data. Many subjects moving in the
same frame can present issues.
Even with 2003 technology, thermal imaging
proved effective in rapid screening for SARS.
Worst case, it may flag someone found feverfree upon further individual screening. Almost
two decades have passed since SARS, and
technology continues advancing. Enhanced
thermal imaging can step right into COVID-19
rapid screening today.

Efficient COVID-19 screening at
Wayne HealthCare
“Hands-on forms or tablets for every visitor
walking through our doors weren’t a great
option,” Monger says. Shuffling paper COVID-19

a visible plus infrared camera that records a
visitor snapshot. A receptionist sees results
on their dashboard before the visitor reaches
the desk.” Facial recognition can accurately
split several people passing a station at the
same time.
A fanless Advantech UBX-310D embedded
system running Windows 10 hosts each Visitor
Thermal Screening station. These integrate
with the Wayne HealthCare IT network. Central
management software shows IT teams trend
analysis and event cross comparison for all
stations. Local hosting means no cloud, a big

3. “Thermal Imaging for Detecting Potential SARS
Infection”, R. James Seffrin, National Conference
on Thermal Images for Fever Screening,
Singapore, May 30, 2003, https://irinfo.org/0601-2003-seffrin
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plus for security and privacy. Cameras come
in either turret or bullet styles, with a tripod
mounting adapter. An optional black body
temperature reference enhances accuracy.
“We started with one prototype of our scanner
setup in May 2020, and it worked efficiently
right away,” says Monger. “People walk up to
the receptionist’s desk expecting a manual scan
or questions. When they hear they’ve already
been scanned and passed, they’re impressed.”
Scans are accurate even if visitors are wearing
hats, sunglasses, and COVID masks.
Installing scan stations is easy, with standard
Gigabit Ethernet or optional Wi-Fi connectivity.
“We’re all in,” Monger says. He expects growing
to 15 stations at the main hospital campus in
Greenville and outpatient facilities in nearby
Versailles and Union City.

Screening solution grew out of an idea from
almost two decades ago. Advantech anticipated
similar needs would rise again – and they have.
Improved thermal imagers and smaller, more
powerful computing make today’s solution
ready to deploy anywhere. It is affordable and
integrates into healthcare campus networks
easily.
Healthcare teams can count on Advantech for
reliable, state-of-the-art technology evolving
with a changing world. Advantech sales teams
are ready to consult on specific needs and find
the best solutions to challenges. Automation
frees people to do what they do best: provide
quality care and compassionate attention.
For more information on the Advantech Visitor
Thermal Screening solution, please scan the
below QR code.

Unleash the Power of
FaceMe® AI Facial
Recognition on all Your
AIR Interface Systems
Enable precise and real-time

edge-based facial recognition for
contactless and remote access services
in retail, hospitality, transportation,
smart buildings and more.

FaceMe®, the world’s most accurate,
fastest and flexible facial recognition
engine, is optimized for best
performance on Advantech’s AIR
interface systems.

Healthcare technology evolving
with a changing world
Public health measures against COVID-19 have
been compared to layers of Swiss cheese.
The virus may get through holes in a single
layer, but layers of overlapping protection
let less virus pass. Hands-off rapid screening
efficiently adds one more layer of protection
for Wayne HealthCare. Often, the public does
not see technology at work, but in this case, it’s
visible yet unobtrusive right when they walk in.
Advantech’s commitment to intelligent
healthcare has created many solutions to
challenging problems. The Visitor Thermal
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For more information about FaceMe®,
please visit
http://www.cyberlink.com/faceme

FaceMe®

AI Facial Recognition Engine

FaceMe_US@cyberlink.com
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employees. Wearing a mask, cashier splash
guards, and social distancing are good first
steps, but technology allows for much more
strategic implementations that don’t impede
customer activity but keep stores profitable.
Before getting into solutions, it’s first necessary
to look at requirements that could affect future
business activity within stores. It’s likely that
social distancing will still be a requirement. This
means that store patrons should stay at least 6
feet from one another. A requirement limiting
occupancy should be expected, but patrons
should also stay distanced from each other.
This can be difficult for store management to
control as they don’t know who is with each
party and who should be distanced from
others.

COVID CHANGES TO THE
RETAIL INDUSTRY AND
MAINTAINING REVENUE
E

best practices and safety guidelines including
the FDA, OSHA, and the CDC.

Safety Guidelines for Retail Stores

Failure to follow regulations could result in
severe penalties. For example, a bar owner
in Staten Island, New York was arrested1 for
defying state regulations. A doctor in Oregon
had his license suspended2 after refusing
to wear a mask. Although these penalties
happened during the pandemic, every industry
should expect similar restrictions post-COVID
to protect the safety of customers and
employees. Violations could mean mandated
closures, hefty fines, and possibly arrest. It’s
critical that retail owners implement the right
healthcare precautions.

ven with a COVID-19 vaccine on the horizon,
many businesses must still change the way
they do day-to-day business. The retail industry
had one of the biggest impacts to revenue
and productivity during the Coronavirus
pandemic, and opening doors will still require
careful protections for the health and safety of
customers and employees. Solutions for retail
and other in-person industries are available
that detect customer body temperatures and
monitor occupancy. These solutions along with
strategically placed kiosks will help the retail
industry follow safety guidelines while still
maintaining revenue flow post-COVID.

Online orders and delivery are revenue options,
but some retailers make much of their income
from in-store purchases. Small items can
easily be sold online, but industries with large
purchases (e.g., automotive, home furnishing)
need a way to showcase products in-person to
the public. Several government agencies offer
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Occupancy alone is difficult to control. PreCOVID, store owners could allow any number
of people into their stores, but occupancy
will be an issue post-COVID. To make it even
more difficult, occupancy will likely depend
on the size of the store. For instance, smaller
stores might only have 10 people allowed
inside at once, but larger stores could have 20
provided there is enough space to allow social
distancing. The challenge for store owners is
keeping track of occupancy as people walk in
and out of indoor shops and tracking numbers
during peak business hours.
It’s not uncommon for stores to have signs
telling customers not to enter if they have
a fever or COVID-like symptoms, but some
people are unaware when they have a slight

fever. Taking temperatures is what many
businesses do to avoid spreading COVID.
However, having a dedicated employee take
temperatures isn’t feasible for many retail
stores. Not only is it a healthcare concern for
the employee taking temperatures, but it can
create bottlenecks in entranceways.

Technology Solutions for Retail
Post-COVID
An inefficient solution to retail challenges
is to have employees monitor customer
temperatures,
occupancy
limitations,
and social distancing. It leaves too much
responsibility on employees who also must
manage other responsibilities and leaves room
for human errors. A simple human error could
mean the spread of COVID and penalties for
the retail store owner. Technology is available
that monitors crucial environmental elements
such as human temperatures and occupancy
numbers. Retail stores can also leverage kiosks
placed in key locations to increase revenue
while limiting the number of in-store patrons.
The first solution is thermal screening3. As
patrons walk into the store, artificial intelligence
is used to monitor body temperatures. The
technology works with a discrete camera

1. https://cbsn.ws/3wiw9ar - Arrested
2. https://bit.ly/3fxfCcC - License suspended
3. https://bit.ly/3wrVwa3 - Thermal screening

Challenges in Retail to Keep
Customers Safe While Staying Open
For retailers, it’s imperative that they find a
happy medium between strict regulation safety
and allowing customers to browse stores,
order products, and freely communicate with
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placed at the entranceway where customers
and employees walk into the store. Cameras
will detect infrared (IR) radiation, which emits
for any object or living thing with a temperature
above 0° Celsius. Using artificial intelligence,
the IR radiation is converted to input and
analyzed using algorithms to determine body
temperature. Any customer with a temperature
over the standard maximum 97.3°F will alert
employees who can then manage the situation.
Monitoring occupancy4 can also be managed
using artificial intelligence and technology. Just
like thermal screening, cameras can be placed
in strategic locations that will detect movement
and traffic flow. The technology behind the
cameras calculates the number of occupants
within the store and reports numbers to an
employee who can determine if customers
must wait outside.
Forcing customers to stay outdoors can
affect revenue, so carefully placed kiosks5
will reduce the number of indoor customers
while still allowing anyone outside to order
products. One solution suggested by the FDA
is to convert sales to pickup and delivery. With
kiosks, the retail store owner can still allow
customers to browse indoors, but anyone
who wants to simply order can use kiosks,
especially during peak business hours where
maximum occupancy limitations could be met.

Kiosks are placed strategically in heatmaps
where customers browse and gather can
attract shoppers who are simply window
shopping and never planned to go into the
store. It’s an effective marketing strategy that
increases revenue even without the postCOVID restrictions.

Post-COVID Strategies Can Reduce
Stress and Improve Revenue
Retail stores struggled during the Coronavirus
lockdowns, but they don’t need to struggle
post-COVID as customers leave their homes
and shop locally again. With the right strategies,
retailers can protect customer and employee
health and stay within compliance of federal
and state requirements.
The evolution of artificial intelligence makes
many of these solutions possible and takes
away responsibility from busy employees.
Post-COVID revenue recovery is possible
provided retailers and every other industry
puts healthcare precautions first and focuses
on customer service and sales in ways that
limit social interaction.

4. https://bit.ly/31FXF3q - Monitoring occupancy
5. https://bit.ly/2QPU9kU - Kiosks

As a Microsoft global Cloud Solution Provider,
Advantech offers Microsoft Azure to help
companies meet emerging business
challenges across the cloud and at the
Edge. With over 90+ compliance
offerings, Azure proves to be the go
to cloud platform for most Fortune
500 companies.
With 14 global service centers,
Advantech’s deep IoT domain
know-how helps companies
with hardware integration,
cloud consultation and
evaluation, solution
deployment, and
value-added utilities to
propel your business to
new heights.
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the U.S. and eight other countries around the
world to provide real-time support.
Advantech’s hardware includes a pre-built
base image for different OS platforms. From
Azure migration services and RMM solutions
to IoT solution co-creation and Office365,
Advantech is truly the one-stop-shop to
building a complete IoT solution to meet
any organization’s unique business needs.
Additionally, Advantech is pleased to offer the
following value-added services for its windows
customers:

ADVANTECH: A PROUD
MICROSOFT PARTNER

•

Technical and Licensing Consultation:
Advantech has dedicated Windows
engineers and licensing specialist with
direct access to Microsoft support.

•

Buffer Stock Service: Based on the provided
forecast, Advantech can prepare safety
stock to minimize lead time.

•

CLA and Product Key Management:
Advantech offers a hassle-free experience
to assist customers in handling product
key request forms with Microsoft and
managing CLAs to optimize tier pricing and
streamline cost management.

•

Windows OS Customization Service:
Based on customers’ OS requirements
and expectations, Advantech can create a
custom OS image.

•

Azure Credit Rebate: If customers sign up
under Advantech’s CSP, they will receive
10 hours of complimentary technical
consultation and $4,000 in Azure credits
which can be used toward their Azure bill.

By Nathan Cheng, Product Manager, Advantech North America

I

n order to maintain a competitive advantage
in today’s fast-paced business world,
organizations must have a strong, cohesive
digital strategic plan in place. As a Microsoft
Global Cloud Solution Provider (CSP), Windows
Embedded/IoT distributor and Gold Cloud
Platform Partner, Advantech utilizes its
specialized industry expertise to help both
Azure users and resellers. Drawing from
hardware expertise, Advantech leverages
Azure cloud services to provide solution-ready
packages that guarantee its customers enjoy
the best Azure user experience.
Advantech and Microsoft aim to help
organizations
accelerate
their
digital
transformation journey by unifying business
and technology architectures. They have
developed a suite of complete solutions and
services for the IoT era, focused on transforming
business processes and operations, that span
the areas of hybrid cloud transformation, data,
AI, IoT, business applications and workplace
modernization. Through Advantech and
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Microsoft’s IoT solutions and Azure cloud
services, businesses can be transformed
quickly and easily, connecting intelligent
devices, activating sorted data in the cloud
and enjoying fast, customized analytic tools
with Azure.
Advantech has two distribution programs set
up with Microsoft – Windows Embedded IoT
and Microsoft Azure. As an authorized Windows
embedded IoT distributor, Advantech can
sell standalone Windows licenses to original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) with a
valid contributor license agreement (CLA).
With Windows Embedded IoT, Advantech’s
customers can achieve “one window, global
logistics and pricing” to streamline the license
procurement process. Its wide product
selection can meet customers’ unique
requirements and provide comprehensive
solutions, instead of valuable time being spent
shopping the market—ultimately, saving time,
total cost and development effort. Advantech
has a dedicated embedded license team in

can provide hardware and software ODM
design and manufacturing for the embedded
computing world. Currently, Advantech is
the only Gold-level Microsoft Embedded
Partner in the ODM category. In the System
Integrator category of Microsoft Embedded
Partners, there are 58 partners worldwide,
and Advantech shares Gold level billing with
12 other corporations. In the Independent
Hardware Vendor category, there are 252
partners worldwide, but only 15 at the Gold
level, with Advantech of course being one
of them.
Advantech has many years under its belt
developing Windows embedded systems,
customized Windows embedded images and
providing a full range of Windows embedded
OS solutions. Furthermore, Advantech also
supplies hands-on customer training in
Windows embedded platform development.
It continues to build on its strong base of
expertise with Windows Embedded IoT
and Microsoft Azure to unify business and
technology architectures and accelerate digital
transformation.

Hardware, software, local applications and
cloud services are all pre-integrated to support
Advantech customers’ next great IoT idea. There
is no shortcut to success in the IoT business;
organizations need to stay laser-focused on
their core competence. Advantech’s Microsoft
solutions serve as a stepping stone to gaining a
dominant competitive advantage, with a vision
of the overall picture and clear targets.
Advantech is honored that Microsoft regards
it as a premier Gold-level company that
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THOUGHT LEADERS
IN AUTOMATION.
Q&A with Gus Molina, IoT Solutions Architect, Advantech North America

Q: The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed
many vulnerabilities in areas such as supply
chain, business operations, manufacturing
processes, and others. What are the most
important lessons you’ve learned that
could help companies be better prepared
for future pandemics?

GM: We’ve already seen sweeping changes
from automation. It has brought increased
productivity,
and
streamlined,
leaner
processes. That’s leading to more efficient
use of raw materials and natural resources.
Monitoring and analytics are reducing down
time and simplifying maintenance.

GM: People tend to find comfort in the way
things are. Most people feel some level of fright
or threat when facing big, unexpected changes.
2020 and the COVID-19 pandemic brought
both these emotions to bear and disrupted
our lives to no end. Yet, I look around, and I’m
in awe of the positive things happening. I see
people adapting, resiliency developing, and
vast creativity showing up everywhere.

What we can do now was only in the pages of
science fiction until not too long ago. We’re
making leaps in compute power, quality, and
reliability, while costs continue shrinking.
Without automation, incredibly powerful PCs,
mobile devices, and flat screen displays would
simply not exist. These devices power product
and service breakthroughs, helping companies
reach more customers.

Workers often feel frightened or threatened
if machines may take over their jobs. Yet, the
world is turning to automation and reaping
its benefits more and more, usually without
a second thought. Automation is already
impacting our lives at every level.

Automation also helps individual workers with
better and safer workplaces, improved labor
conditions, and simplified jobs. Hazardous
conditions and repetitive and fatiguing tasks
for workers are disappearing with automation.
But it’s what comes next that is really mindboggling. Artificial intelligence in the form
of machine vision, hearing, and learning is
here. It’s paving the way toward smarter,
autonomous machines as force-multipliers
for productivity. Machines will handle volumes
of sensors and data. Humans will become
keepers of innovation and knowledge-based
exception handlers.

As the saying goes, resistance is futile automation is here to stay. We should accept
it, figure out its best uses for our benefit, and
influence how it evolves through our feedback.
If we can work with automation instead of
fighting against it, we can be prepared for
overcoming the next big challenge or pandemic
we might face.
Q: During the last 20 years, manufacturing
companies have seen a 25 percent
improvement in productivity through
automation. This has caused recalibration
of workforces and tasks. How does this
benefit not only companies, but also
workers? Also, what other changes do you
see coming to the workforce?
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Q: Robotics, Machine Vision, Industry 4.0,
Artificial Intelligence, 5G, Blockchain,
Quantum Computing – the number of
technology advancements and “buzz words”
that companies should know about and be
able to take advantage of seems dizzying
these days. What is your advice to users
on how to get started with automation and
how to make sure they are staying abreast
of all the latest developments?

GM: Knowledge is growing exponentially, and
technological breakthroughs are happening
at a breakneck rate. Ease of communication
allows sharing information and discoveries
faster and easier than ever. But that’s also
contributing to abundant noise. It is practically
impossible now for anyone to stay current
and sort out facts from fiction. In my view, the
best approach to get to the right information
is relying on trusted sources. Creating the best
solutions takes considering the right factors
and understanding any tradeoffs. That’s where
folks like me, your friendly Advantech Solutions
Architect, come in.
One of the great privileges of working at
Advantech is our direct access to experts
who make technology work in the real world.
Through our close ecosystem of partnerships
and collaborations with silicon vendors like
Intel, AMD, NVIDIA, Xilinx, NXP, TI, Qualcomm,
and others, we have inside access to where it
all takes place. We also have over 50 teams of
in-house engineering experts with combined
person-centuries worth of hands-on expertise.
They’ve seen every imaginable type of project
across all kinds of industries and verticals. This
network of resources at our disposal positions
us to stay on top of it all for our customers.

there is an established foundation to build on.
In the past, only large companies with deep
pockets could afford the heavy costs of all the
inescapable trials and errors needed to learn
how to automate. We’re beyond that now – any
company can jump in.
For most automation needs, we’ve already
seen technology that works, or something close
enough to leverage. It’s worthwhile to explore
what already exists and not assume the wheel
has yet to be invented. Many of the pieces are
available off-the-shelf. Just as important, the
required knowledge and experience is within
reach to help select pieces and make them
function together as needed.
There’s also no need to go at it alone. There
is help available from automation vendors,
industry consultants, and potential hires.
Working with someone like Advantech with its
in-house experience and a large network of
partners can speed up automation projects.
Q: While we all know downtime can help
relieve stress, several science-backed
studies confirm productivity improves
when people take time to enjoy life outside
of the office. What are some of your favorite
things to do in your free time?
GM: The great thing about living in Southern
California is the breadth of outdoor options
available year-round. We are blessed to live
within just a few hours’ drive of all kinds of
natural and man-made attractions – beaches,
mountains, forests, deserts, something for
everyone to enjoy!

Q: With economists forecasting broader
use of robotics and automation, especially
coming out of the COVID-19 landscape,
there are potentially a lot of new customers.
What would you tell business leaders about
getting started with automation?
GM: To all who have not yet considered it, now
is a great time to investigate automation. The
field continues changing and growing. At this
point we have enough deployments to say that

For short escapes, my wife and I like heading
out for weekend walks to local cliffs and
beaches. There are tons of great spots all along
the way, from Huntington Beach to Dana Point.
With the kids, we also greatly enjoy riding our
bikes or going inline skating around Back Bay.
For myself, I very much like the mountains.
During summer, I try not to miss opportunities
to hike with our Advantech team on any of
the several 10Kft peaks we have around us.
In the winter, I absolutely love snowshoeing
San Jacinto Peak from the ranger station when
there’s fresh snow.
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Hiking
ADVANTECH TEAM
INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

ELEVATION CALLS FOR
OFF-THE-GRID ADVENTURES
Nestled in a sprawling valley inland from the
Pacific Ocean, Irvine CA, location of Advantech’s
US headquarters, sits at 56 feet above sea level.
On a clear day looking north from Irvine, one
can see enormous mountain peaks a bit more
than 50 miles away. These include Mount San
Antonio (which locals call Mt. Baldy) at 10,066
feet, and Cucamonga Peak at 8,862 feet. They
are training grounds for adventures planned
hundreds of miles farther north.
In 2016, Ween Niu, Advantech North America’s
General Manager, was a founding member
of the Advantech Backpacking Club. (His
nickname among the group: “Mountain
Camel”.) ABC’s first official trip was three
people heading to Inyo County for three days
and two nights. Since then, ABC has grown
with more Advantechers joining outings each
summer.
“It’s not enough fun if we just hike on trails, so
we plan on cross country routes for wonderful,
unforgettable memories,” says Weipang Liu.
“On our third outing, Mineral King Loop in
Sequoia National Park, we didn’t see other
people for two days off-trail. We climbed rough
terrain, first over small boulders, then bigger,
then huge ones, before rejoining the trail
headed out.”

Preparing for the challenge
In September 2019, ABC went on its biggest
excursion yet: a six-person hike to Yosemite’s
Half Dome in an epic four-day, three-night
adventure. Ascending Half Dome, with
its elevation of 8,839 feet, calls for some
preparation. ABC started with local physical
conditioning outings.
“I’d been to Yosemite many times, but never
on a 40-mile backpacking trip with climbing up
Half Dome included,” says Fred Flores. “We’d
heard about these adventures from Shawn
Jack, and about barely surviving the trips. After
discussing the itinerary, we started doing
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Advantech Backpacking Club, at trailhead to Half Dome in
2019, L to R: Gus Molina, Fred Flores, Weipang Liu, Ween Niu,
Shawn Jack, Huan Trang

local training runs to get in shape. Of course,
everyone thinks they’re fit at sea level. But
once we started training at higher elevation, I
quickly saw how out of shape I was. Going up
Cucamonga Peak had my legs in spasms once
I got home. Going up Mt. Baldy the next week
was better since I was getting acclimated to the
elevation.”
For a four-day outing, it’s essential to pack
essentials without carrying extra weight.
Six hikers gathered at Shawn Jack’s house,
checking gear and food and balancing packs
one last time before piling into Shawn’s fullsize SUV.
Arriving in Mammoth, the hikers dined at a
restaurant and slept in a motel before heading
to the East Yosemite entrance the next day.
Here, we see the group ready to go at the
trailhead.

Four days on the trail
Day 1 offered an introduction with a 12-mile
hike. “The views were beautiful, but the hike
was strenuous,” says Flores. Out front was Gus
Molina, getting far ahead of the group before
they opted for a shortcut closing the gap. Flores
continues, “I was never so happy to take off my
boots! It was an early night to bed after a meal
advantechusa.com/magazine
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the nature we see. It makes me want to push
myself harder, for myself and this team.”
“It’s so quiet and peaceful in nature,” says Liu.
“I finally have time to really think and talk to
myself in the mountains. There are other
benefits, like our traditional group meals.
Ween buys dinner the night before, lunch the
day after, and a barbeque restaurant after
party when we return to work. I really like the
feeling and encourage more Advantechers to
join us and experience these moments.”
“I love it because it’s the only time the entire
year that I can be off-the-grid,” says Jack.
“Getting away from work, getting away from
our devices, and yes, even getting away from
family for just a bit. It’s really the only time I
can be ‘alone’ and truly reset. It’s hard, it’s
difficult, yet it’s beautiful and peaceful being in
nature. Being with everyone on these trips is
awesome too!”

of ramen noodles and Vienna sausages.”
Day 2 brought another 13 miles of hiking,
“brutal” as Flores describes. “The highlight
was a mid-day stop at Merced Lake while we
waited for everyone. It was hot, and the cool
mountain water gave us an enjoyable break.”
At day’s end, the planned base camp had no
water. Despite how tired and cranky everyone
was, they pressed ahead a few more miles
to find a spot with water. “After a great meal
from Weipang (Camp Chef), we settled down to
enjoy a nice fire. The moonlight was soothing –
even more so with some good Scotch provided
by the Chef.”
Day 3 was the ascent. Half Dome features
the final part of the climb on a cabled path
moving up its massive rock face. The group left
their packs at base camp for the 5-mile climb,
carrying only water and light snacks. “At first,
we were going at a fast pace without packs,”
says Flores. “Approaching the summit, crowds
were starting to form. It looked like a line at
Disneyland. It was a slow climb but worth
the view!” At the summit, Ween shared some
wisdom with the group, saying “we have to
earn the experience to really appreciate the
beauty.”
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After a short rest, it was time to descend. “A lot
of people in front of us were afraid of falling
on the way down, making it slow going,” Flores
shares.

More off-the-grid adventures lie ahead. King’s
Canyon National Park is the next planned
destination for ABC, when group outings in
California are permitted again. The next trip is
sure to be special, and we look forward to more
legendary stories of adventures at elevation.

Cable trail looking up Half Dome

A steady cascade of discarded water bottles
rolled down Cable Trail as well. “By the time we
got back to base camp mid-afternoon, we were
out of water, too.” Flores notes he must have
been very tired the night before. After finding
water, Ween helped move Flores’ tent to the
other end of camp, “so my snoring would scare
the bears away.”
Under a full moon that last night, the group
enjoyed dinner and a campfire. They rose
early on Day 4, carrying less weight on the
trail pushing back to the trailhead. “We were
on a mission to get to Shawn’s air-conditioned
Escalade,” Flores remembers.

Reflecting on experiences earned
With everyone safe and happy, it was time
to reflect on the journey. Flores finishes his
thoughts: “We all asked why we tortured
ourselves this way. But I’m glad I’ve shared
tough situations on hikes with the team I work
with every day, and I appreciate the beauty of
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Brilliant screens
deserve a
brilliant mind
From touchless
checkout to massive
outdoor displays,
Intel powers smart
screens of every size.

Intel® Smart
Display Module

Our open-specification smart display
modules give digital signs a plug-andplay brain that’s easy to swap for repairs
and upgrades. With Intel inside, virtually
any screen can deliver hyperintelligent
services, including:
• Gaze and gesture analytics that can drive
dynamic merchandising
• AI-driven demographic insight that can
power targeted advertising

Intel® Smart
Kiosk Module

• Touchless shopping experiences that
can support truly frictionless checkout

See our technologies for digital signage and kiosks at

intel.com/digitalsignage
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles at intel.com/content/www/us/en/policy/policy-human-rights.
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